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REACTIONS TO MIDTERM ELECTIONS

MARIJUANA BURGERS SERVED TO POLICE

LOOK IN NATtON & WORLD FOR REACTION FROM DEMOCRATS,
REPUBLICANS AND THE POLLS ABOUT THE MIDTERM ELEC·
TIONS
PAGE4

POLICE OFFICERS, MARK LANDAVAZO AND HENRY GABALDON
OF LOS LUNAS, N. M., ARE su1r~ G BURGER KINGCORP., FOR
ALLEGEDLY SERVING THEM BURGERS LACED WITH MARIJUANA,
ACCORDING TO ASSOCIATED PRESS.
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Health Center Medical Holds Prove to Be a Hassle
BY TRAVER RIGGINS
Hilltop Staff Wnter

Yesterday, endless amounts of
students packed the Student Health
Center waiting room a nd extended
outside into the hallway as they impatiently waited to· get medical holds
lifted fro m their accounts that prevented them fro nt registering.
"It has been like this for the past
three or four days." said Dr. Lynette
Mundcy, M.D., Student Health Center
d irector.
Most students had to wait for
hours as they stood in long lines.
Lauren Owen, a sophomore film
major, initially signed into the clinic
at 8:30 a.m. but became frustrated
and decided to return M 10 a.m. At
2:45 p.m ., after being called up several times to collect various forms and
information, she was s till waiting.
"I've been doing homework. 1
took a little nap," Owen said.
Owen found out about her hold
last Thursday when s ite t1ied to register early. She decided to stop in
after unreturned phone calls left her
with unanswered questions from the
clinic. The clinic needed her immunization records, which she sent in over
a month ago a nd were lost.
Owen fortu nately had a personal

copy of the records,
According
to
Washin3ton, D.C. law
but she still missed
3-20, students are supout on her opportu nity to register early.
posed to have proof of
"! had my schedimmunity to certain
ule la id out perfectly.
d iseases before they a re
1 really don·t know
allowed on campus. It is
what next semester is
the duty of the health
going to look like for
center to ensure that all
me," Owen said.
students arc in compli/tt 3'13 p.m., Owen
ance.
was finally cleared
Mundeywaited until
and ready to leave the
Oct. 19 for students to
take care of their mediclinic.
The last minute
cal issues before placing
rush can be attributl,142 dormitory students
ed to students' ignoon medical hold.
·we don·t have the
ra nce of their holds.
Tashon Thomas.
resources to ma nage the
a freshman political
overwhelming number
I 1" I'll<~•
science major, fo und Frustrated students spend hours at the Hea lth Center, trying
of students who might
out about his hold to gel medical holds they were unaware of lifted to register.
come in and not meet
after an article in The
requirements," Mundcy
Hilltop prompted students to double
However, according t.1 Mundey, said.
check Bison Web before regis tration students have been adequately
Clinic employees ha"e been
time kicked in.
warned. A notice was in fact ordered working O\'crtime by coming in early
"Many people don't know they to be delivered to each dorm room and lca\fog late in attempts to handle
have holds;· Thomas said. "Who goes instructing students to \'erify their the current situation.
on Bison Web everyday?"
health clearance status to a\'oid
A small chicken pox outbreak
T homas feels that the health cen- holds.
last school year proved that it is
ter should send paper notices to stuShe a lso had a full page ad in important for students to take the
dents· dorm rooms.
The Hilltop <lnd sent e-mails. Letter required measures to avoid infection.
"If they sent notifications this notices we1·e delivered to homes O\'er With students practically living on
probably wouldn't happen," he said.
the su mmer before school started.
top of each other in dorms, ~l undey

C-Store

Democrats Take Over House
After12 Years as a Minority

Accepting
Dining

BY SHARELL FERGUSON
HJlltop StaH Wnter

Dollars
BY LEN DORA WASHINGTON
Contnbutmg Wnter

As sophomore biology
major Jcrsil l!lanco handed her
student identificat ion card to
a C-Store employee and completed her transaction on Nov.
l, she was among the first students to use diniug dollars in
the store.
The C-Store now accepts
dining dollars as an added convenience to Ho\vard University
students.
"'There was a h uge request
by the students," said Spencer
Chenier, manager of the CStore. "T he C-Store is s uppos ed
to provide a convenience, hence
a new register tlwt accepts dining dollars."
The store was temporaril)• closed for a couple hours to
set-up the new Micros register
last week. The new cash register requires new training for
V-Storc employees.
"II should rnkc no more
than a day to train the staff to
use the machine, seei ng as it's
easy to use," Chenier said.
With the new register, the
C-Store now accepts dining dollars, credit cards and cash pay1ncnts.
Acrording to Abimbola
George, a junior political science major, the C-Store should
have always accepted d ining
dollars.
"If it's in a Howard building, it should take dining dollars," George said.
Advocates for a cash register that accepted dining dollars
in the C-Storc have waited close
to a year to see this change happen.
"Students
have
been
requesting a cash register that
accepts dining dollars since we
opened," Chenier said.
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said that it is not only importa nt for
students to get their immunizations
to protect themselves as well as others around them.
:1-lundey understands student
frustrations with the clin ic.
"We recognize that we could do
better, and we're working on it," she
said.
'
The clinic has been working on
updating their paper system to a n
electronic practice management system that has ;m immunization tracking module to improve record keeping and reporting.
She hopes that the system, which
will be ready for service next fall,
will be able to connect directly to
HO\\'Ctrd's banner sys tenl to give Slll·
dents immediate updates of their status and allow them full-time access to
the same records the cli nic has.
"It is still important for s tudents
to understand that it is their respon s ibility to know what is needed of
them," Mundey said.
The Student Health Cl inic,
located at 2139 Georgia Ave., is open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays \\ith hou rs
extended until 8 p.m. on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.

...... 1•a...1..

With the lnsta llatlon of a new register, the C-Store is now
a ccepting dining dollars, as s tudents have long anticipated.
In refel'ence to the cause
of the delayed act of accepting dining dollars, no one in
management could answer.
ll0\\1cvcr,
stude;:nts
\\!Cre
enthused that dining dollars a re
finally accepted.
"It took long enough , but
I'm glad that they are finally
accept ing dining dollars," said
Crystal Robertson, a sophol\\ore
international business nlajor.
Prior to the new Micros
register system that accepts d ining dollars, for ms of payment
at the C· Store were limited to
cash and credit only. Although
the forms of payment in the
C-Storc were li mited, some students still found the C-Store
convenient.
"It's conv~nient because
I work in the stndent couucil
office," George said.
According to Qarrianne
McClellan, a junior dance
major, the C-Store's convenience comes from its proximity to money outlets.
"I come here because it's
next to the ATM," McClellan
said .
However, a vast maj ority of students felt the C-Store
lacked the seemingly m ost s ignificant convenience. Students
were very d issatisfied with the
inability of the C-Store lo accept
d ining dollars.
"Students would get upset
once they realiied we didn't take
din ing dollars," said .Joey Wise,
a C· Store employee. "They'd
bring items to the register, only
to find that the C-S tore did not
accept dining dollars and then
NATION & WORLD
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leave."
Employees of the C-S tore
believe the ne" form of payrnent \\·ill increase business.
'The C-Storc should definitely get more business now
that we accept d ining dollars,"
Wise said.
According to Chenier,
"Our husiness s hould increase
because we have listened to the
students' requests."
T he C-Store has also taken
other steps to imI>rove its husiriess. The C-Storc has added
items to provide convenience
for the various preferences of
students.
"We added healthy choices
and other healthy food products for the health conscious
student," Chenier said.
Management is conficlcnt
that the C-Storc will continue to add convenieuce based
upon the request of Howard
University studeuts.
Determ ined to serve the
s tudent body, the management
of the C-Store intends tc make
accommodations if there is a n
increase in the C-Store's bus iness.
~rhe C-Storc might extend
its curre nt hours of 11 to five,
depending on the flow of business," Chenier s aid.
However. Chenier doubts
the extended hours will be necessary.
"We most likely won't have
to extend our hours, seeing as
the C-Storc does most of its
business during the middle of
the clay," Chenier said.

BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
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On Tuesday. after a long day al the polls,
the Democratic Paity emerged as the leaders of the U .S. llousc of Rcprcscnla tivcs,
according to Reuters.
Luis
Miranda,
spokesman
for
Democratic National Committee. said
that the Democrntic Party is encouraged.
"Regardless of the outcome, we remain optimistic, relying on our voters," he added.
On hehalf of the Democrn lic Party.
Miranda said, "We are honored that the
Americ;111 people are putting thei r faith in
us. Our 111ain priorities :.re to reunite the
nation, and give the American people t he
change they voted for."
According to political science professor, Dr. Michael Frazier, "'It would be business as usual if the Republicans resume
power of the House.· lie added that African
Americans arc not really included ...We arc
included as members of the society at large,
but the llush Administration has not meant
economic well -being for certain classes of
Afric:lll-American people."
.According to Frazier, "Poor people
a l"·ays lose, even when there is a so called
Jack Kennedy or a Jimmy Carter. or even
a llill Clinton. There are symbolic gestures
of good will, hu t the hulk of the masses do
not really benefit materially. lie said it is the
middle class that generally benefits.
In regards to national security, Frazier
explained that if Republicans resume power,
nothing would change. · 1 don't sec a uy new
init iatives fro m the Republican party. My
hope is that the election is a referendum ."
Frazier said that if the Democratic Party
emerged, "It could mean the U.S. militarywill
be leaving Iraq sooner than later a nd various
political settlements may he reachcd ...There
will be policy adjus tments."
Economically, there will be ma rginal
increase for blacks, such as more job opportunities a nd corporate public education.
"The elections have s tarted the first step.
In America, ch ange is incremental- we don't
have rapid change," Frazier said.
According to Rev. Jacques DeGraff,
political scientist and analyst, '" No ch ange
from the Republicans has been anticipated. Victory in the house for republica ns
would represent s tatus q uo," he said. " If the
Democrats emerge as victorious however,
Africa n Americans will ta ke control of the
major committees and set the agenda on tax
and hudget policies. The Democrats anticiSPORTS
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pated this vktory."
According to DcGraff, the Democrats
arc planning to safeguard against corruption
in Washington D.C.
"Democrats will t•xc1·cisc oversight over
the government. Spending and programs
will he implemented and they "ill net more
eflicicntly as a syskm of checks and balances:· he said.
DeGraff said tl1<1t college s tudents would
a lso be impacted hy the outl'<•me of the cleclions.
"Democrats will he mo.-.~ apt to end the
war on terrorism," he said. Additionally, he
added that more job opportunities would b<>
pro,·ided if the Democrats emerge ,;ctorious.
Acconling to Victor Eno. profes,or of
political science. "If the Republicans won, I
th ink they will sec the war on terroris m a s
a j us tification to continue the ""r because
they would not sec the need for change."
Eno added, '"The results, however, will
not greatly inllucncc racial disparities or the
rncial issues that arc ·age-old issues.'"
If the Democrats won, the issue of racial
d isparity will be direct ly add1·essed, he said.
"lllacks will ha,·e more say in the Democratic
Party and we will hear more about the issues
facing the African-American community.•
Eno added that the cutbacks on domestic educational programs that once provided ma ny African Americans e mployment
opportunities, will also be rolled back with
the Democratic Party in power.

''''"'"""''""'' '" ...... ,......."_

Democrat Nancy Pelosi Is the new
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

a
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Hip-Hop Courses Av ail abl e In The Spring
BY CHARLOTTE YOUNG
H1Jllop Staff Wfltor

Before registration ends, t'Onsider signing up for a new progressive course on hi phop.
For the spring of2007, I Iowa rd University
students wil I be able to register for one of two
hip-hop courses offered.
For undergraduates, the course Hip-Hop
and the African-American &xperience will
be available in the department of AfricanAmerican studies. It will be taught by Dr.
Msia Kibona Clark. For graduate students,
a seminar class on hip-hop history will be
av;tilable. It will be taught by Dr. Elizabeth
Clark-Lewis in conjunction with A.I Calloway,
the original host of 106 & Park on BF.T.
"Hip-hop is intricately connected to
black culture and the Diaspora, nationally
and globally, with many researchers and
practitioners providing data and applications, respectively, for personal and community transformation,'' said Dr. Velma LaPoint
in the School of Education. "Many students

may choose to connect hip-hop to their
selected majors and
future careers as well
as incorporate it into
their general knowledge, scholarship and
enrichn1cnt."

The classes were
developed due to
the creation of the
Howard University
Hip-Hop Cunicnlum
D e v e I o p m e n t·
Planning Committee.
The committee, composed of professors.
staff, alumni and students from Hr>ward
University,
was
established to develop interdisciplinary
hip-hop courses across
See CLASS, NEWSA3

AJ Calloway wlll act as a visiting professor for the grad uate
Hip-Hop History semina r c ourse to be offered t hi s spring.

Professors Say Professionalism is Lacking in Classes
BY ANYA L. ALEXANDER
Hiiitop Staff Wnter

A primary goal for professors
to accomplish is ensuring that
students are prepared to take on
life's challenges within the real
world by setting high standards
and expectations.
However, some students
expressed a concern that the level
of professionalism in the classroom is lacking and may have
a lasting effect on their growth
and development in becoming
future leaders of "America and
the global community."
"I think professionalism in
t'ilr Phalo
the classroom is concerned \\ith
the way students conduct them- Professors say students should act In a professional manner
selves," said Robin Scott, a junior In the classroom to prepare themselves for the wo rkplace.
marketing major.
"I do feel that there is a lack
would be unacceptable.
that, for professors, professionalof professionalism in most class"Students should approach ism means respecting your prodes because you see people talk- classroom participation the ucts [students) at all limes and
ing, listening to iPods or texting same way they would approach setting the tone so that they offer
and checking e-mails while the a professional job," said Gerald that same respect in return.
professor is conducting class."
Burton. a professor in the School
"Dress accordingly. prepare
For Lasonya Greene, a junior of Business' Department of your lesson plans, review them to
health management major, pro- Management.
familiarize yourself so that delivBurton said that college is a ery can be fluid," Burton sugfessionalism means that students
do not walk out of class while the developmental exercise for life.
gested of professors.
J>rofessor is teaching nnd learn
"Students should take their
He added that professors
studies seriously, demonstrat- should also "try to develop interhow to be on time.
These gestures of disre- ing interest in the subject matter actions with students, use limspect and non-professionalism by reading. researching, study- ited humor and present concepts
are expressed either consciously ing, asking questions ;md simply and topics to merit concepts with
or unintentionally by students being responsible," said Burton. relevant current issues or affairs
everyday during class.
"But many students lock these so that students can better comRegardless of the reason or skills."
prehend through present day
logic behind doing so, in a corpoBurton has been at the uni- examples."
rate environment these practices versity for eight years and believes
According to Burton, push-

ing students to the limit and
being open to challenges from
students is also a responsibility
of a professor.
To better enhance the professional atmosphere, Burton
believes that there should be
a business casual dress code
because some students' attire,
he feels, is inappropriate for the
classroom environment.
Linnea Nelson, a junior marketing major, believes that a dress
code is not important to being
professional in the classroom.
"Learning is the goal, and you
can do that wearing anything,"
said Nelson. "If a guy is wearing
a hat in class, that ,,;11 not have
an effect on what he learns."
While some students argue
that having a dress code is
unnecessary and there should be
more focus on student conduct
in class, Angela Copeland, graduate assistant for the Annenberg
Honors program, believes that
it is important for students to
be mindful and aware of their
dress within their working environment.
"Professionalism means that
you abide by a certain code of
ethics and respect the rights of
other individuals, nnd you nrc
conscious about the setting in
\vhich you're \\'Orki ng in,'' said

Copeland.
Copeland essentially said, as
a professional the central focus is
getting the job done.

BY BRITTANY M. LEWIS
Contnb1rling Wnter
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Sophomore Marcus Johns realizes his major
Is demanding, but he still finds time for fun.

for architecture students like sophomore Marcus Johns, before heading over
to the famous spot known as "the studio,"
making certain to take along key items like
a T-square, a scale and an exacto blade is
a must. These tools are vital for students
like Johns if they plan to complete the
tremendous number of projects that 'viii
undoubtedly consume their time.
To prepare for his soon-to-be grueling schedule, Johns starts off his long day
with an early morning brisk run around
Washingto)n, D.C. neighborhoods like
Adams Morgan.
"I have to start my day off with a
quick run or I won't have any energy to
last me through the day," he said. After
eating a brown sugar cinnamon Pop-Tart,
Johns prepares himself for his demanding class schedule.
"My first class is usually the easiest to
go to because I'm ready to work,• he said.
Physics for Architects, a class that
covers solutions to kinetics and the forces of nature, begins his day. '"This class
is one of the most important classes I
have this semester because it is worth five
credit hours," he said. Most architecture
classes are weighted heavier than other
classes at Howard; even with a course
load of 17 credit hours, Johns only takes
four classes.
"It is so important to excel in your

classes as an architecture student because
your grades will suffer tremcndo)t1Sly if
you don't,• he said. Most of his classes last
for two to three hours.
Despite his academic endea\'Ors,
Johns still finds time to spend with his
friends.
"I make sure I plan my time wisely, so
I am able to go out with my friends on the
weekend," he said. "Sometimes I can't,
but that comes \vith the responsibility of
my major."
Johns often hangs out \vith his "architecture family," and goes to popular clubs
in the District like Platinnm Night Club
and 'The Avenue. Besides clubbing, Johns
finds time to enjoy other interesting hobbies. "I love to draw and listen to music,"
he said, taking particular interest in musical genres like hip-hop, R&B and ncosoul.
"Those are my passions so that is what
I do most of the time, ifl'm not in the studio preparing myself for a project."
Johns is involved in many activities that do not involve constmcting and
designing projects. Considering a career
in architecture entertainment, Johns is
a member of E.P .P. (Endustry Power
Players), an organization that promotes
concerts. He has also modeled in many
campus fashion shows.
"I like to model,'' he said. "It takes my
mind off of the stress of daily life."
Johns' love for architecture start-
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eel when he was gro"ing up in Dover,
Delaware.
His mother, Sonya .Johns, reminisces
on her son's love of ardiiteclure. "E\'cr
since Marcus was a little boy he always
loved to draw a dream house for the family," she said.
His younger sister, Ashley ,Johns, also
recalls her brother's oJarly work. "I always
looked al his drawings when we were
kids, but l never realized how passiqnale
he was about architecture," she said.
.Johns is determined to receive his
B.S. degree in the !i\'e-year architecture
program.
"I nm going to graduate school to
obtain my master's degree in Architectural
Landscape or Urban Development," he
said. "Titen I plan to move to New York to
become an urban designer."
He is eager to move to New York City,
especially because the city is known to
welcome architects to the O\•erly populate4 area.
"New York is constantly being rejuvenated and industrialized by architecture
wizards, and I plan to he one of those
people."
Even with all the ordeals of being an
archit~-cturc student, Johus copes with
the stress of everyday life and manages
to make his college experience 'laluahlc.
"Archit~'Cture is stressful, but it's also my
passion. So I am going to work hard and
play hard to get what I want."

NOVEMBER
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Howard Offers
Hip-Hop Classes

The Hilltop
Survev Says•••

CLASS, from Campus A2
the
department$
at
Howard.
They aspire to eventually
create the first academic minor
in hip-hop and popular culture
in the nation.
"I thin k it's very important that the class is taught,
and I also think that it's very
important that it's taught at
Howard simply because in the
past Howard has always taken
the lead in culture and cultural
research," Clark-Lewis said.
"Like the Brown [vs. Board of
Education] decision of •954
that forever changed legal h istory, Howard's hip-hop courses and research will create the
cultural model other scholars
will follow."
The graduate
course
taught by Clark-Lewis will be
a small class of about 15 students. Though it is a graduate course, it will also be open
to upper-class undergraduate
students.
"I love hip-hop dearly...
you can analyze hip-hop
[because} its got soul; its got
feeling," senior music business
major Samuel Buck said.
"I think it'll really inform
a lot of people that don't know
the background of hip-hop...
[not] just what they hear on
radio. They might not know
about Grand Master flash or
Curtis Blow or maybe even the
Sugar Hill Gang, which everybody should know," he said.
"I'll take the class if I have the
time for it."
However, first year chemical engineering major graduate student Moses Ukaoma
sees, "no relevance of it to his
major," and does not intend to
take the course.

"H ip-hop has lost its richness," he said. " I think it's getting more a nd more detrimental to the health of society...!
don't even sec the reason why
to know the history of it."
Though relevance between
hip-hop and some majors may
a l first be hard to find, the
course is not limited to any
major.
"I very much fashion the
course around the student and
the major," Clark-Lev.is said.
"For example we had a science major who looked at and
studied the long term effects
of grills on teeth. We had a
health major who looked at the
lifestyles of women involved
in hip-hop. We've, of course,
[had] history majors looking at h ip-hop, and business
majors ...all of them looked at
hip-hop from their major [in]
d ifferent aspects."
Students such as sophomore psychology major Tanya
Lofton would consider taking
the class because of the various venues in which h ip-hip
can be applied.
"I could apply it to my
major in that my ultimate goal
is to be a clinical child psychologist and I'd utilize music
therapy in treating children,"
she said. "Learning about hiphop would help that goal," she
said.
LaPoint is willing to offer
Black Youth and Hip-Hop,
another hip-hop course in U1e
fall of 2007 to undergraduate
students. If a ll three courses arc successful, the HipHop Committee hopes other
departments at Howard will be
inspired to create other hiphop courses.
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Live and Direct!
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ELECTION SPECIAL
Voter Turnout Less Than Primaries At D.C. School
BY VANESSA MIZELL
Nati-On & World EditOf

Lcllrandi Gardner had
been monitoring precinct
2o's Gage Eckington poll·
ing station since 6:30 in the
morning.
As ballot box clerk for the
third time during an election,
she was expecting more people to come to the station.
"II wasn't as many people
as I thought," she said. "But
it's actually picked up the
later its gotten."
Al around 6:45 p.m., a
voter approached Gardner
after inserting her paper ballot through the machine and
seeing a number.
"So, does (this) mean just
134 have voted?" she asked.
•134 have used the paper
ballot," Gardner replied.
"Oh ok," the woman said,
almost in relief.
Gardner said that she only
saw a "handful" of Howard
students at her station.
Junior political science
major Matthew Manning was

ests of the city.
one of them.
She
also
"I feel like
said
that
yearly
my civic duty
address changes
is not fulfil led
discourages stuif I don't vote,"
dents from going
Manning
said.
through voting
He attributes the
procedures.
low voter turnout
"Honestly,
to the election
I think Howard
not being a presistudents :hat do
dential one.
come here are
"A miscon·
involved in poliception people
tics indirectly or
have is that the
directly, or have
larger
federal
race is the only
worked for campaigns," Gardner
one that has any
bearing on your
said.
life. But I think
Kellen Moore
the
contrary,"
is the freshman
class president
Manning said. "!
think grassroots
for the College
politk5 is where
of Arts
and
the greatest posSciences. Instead
l'IM!4uCounc') or\'•J>C",~ \1ittll
of registering for
sibility to create
Junior political science major Matthew Manning speaks with ballot box clerk
an absentee balchange exists."
Manning also Lellrandl Gardner at the Gage-Ecklngton Elementary polling station.
lot, he 'switched
his residency to
cited the Advisory
drove him to the polls because because
many
Howard
the District.
Neighborhood
Commissioner candidates for he is interested in seeing University students do not
"I can wear my sticker
the 1Bo1 district. He said that "day-to-day changes" in his plan to stay in the District with pride," Moore said, referupon graduation, they are ring to the "I voted" stickers
race was another factor that l.eDroit Park residency.
But Gardner said that disconnected from the inter·

VOTING

that voters get upon casting
their ballots.
Students
like junior
television production major
Amanda Monroe were discouraged by the absentee bal·
lot procedure.
She said that in the 2004
election, she rccieved her
absentee ballot four months
late.
The Virginia native added,
"I feel that neither of the can·
didates for Senate were qualified enough for me to want to
get my absentee ballot."
Unlike polling stations
in Denver that were reported to have experienced malfunctioning electronic voting
machines that caused voters
to wait hours in line, Gardner
said there were no issues with
the electronic systems in her
station.
"No, not with the touchscreen," she said.
Moore and Manning both
said their experience with the
electronic voting machine
was smooth and proved uscrfriendly.

CANDIDATES IN KEY ELECTIONS
MARYLA ND

MISSISSIPPI

PENNSYLVANIA

Senate

Senate

Governor

Michael Steele

Enk Fleming

Lynn Swann

Maryland's first stato~vtde alocted
African-American Republican candtdate
Michael Steele faced tough opponent
Ben Cardin. Steele ran on the issues
of health cam. education, reforming
Washington. Immigration and social

Republican candiclale Lynn Swann
ran for governor 1n Pennsylvania' governor last night Swann's 1mp011ant
issues included oovemment reform,
welfare reform. and tax reform

security, amongst others

Democratlc candidate Crik Fleming
ran for U.S. Senate for the state of
MissiSSJpp;. He was the state's first
black nominee for a Senate seat.
Fleming tagged in fundrais1ng and
based his campaign on his opponent's
ties to Washingfon

MASSACHUSSETTS

OHIO

Governor

Governor

TENNESSEE
Senate

Deval Patrick

Kenneth Blackwell

HarokJ Ford Jr

Together we can,' Is the Slogan for

Republican candidate Kenneth Blackwell
ran for Ohio's next governor Blackwell,
\Vho has seNed as Ohio's Secretary of
State for Mo terms, focused on jobs.
economy. abortion. mamage and edvcation and he was a defender of the
2nd Amendment

Congressman Harold Ford Jr_ ran for a
Senate seat in Tennessee The democratic candiclale was a slroog adv<r
cate for the prolocllon of Americans
and wanted to make lh& U S. ul(i9pendent of Mkldle East 01/

Massachusetts' damocralic gubernatorial candidate Deval Patrick. Patrick's
pis/form,
'Moving Massachusetts
Forv1ard,' focuses on the issues of
d1sabiltty. housing. education, public
safety, and the economy.

STUDENTS RESPOND TO MIDTERM ELECTIONS
Sure, you've seen the election co,.erage on all the major networks, bllt what do the resulls of tile 2006 midterm elections mean tn college ,-fudents? We at 1'he l/illlop a.,ked tile
President of the College Democmts and tile Chairman of the College Republicans for their reactinns to the resulfs.
Stephen N1chols, Senior. Classics
Chouman. Cc/lege Republicans

Evan Brunsen. SenJOr. Finance
Presidenl. Cc/lege Democrats

Where Does the Republican Party Go From Haro?

What Does This Mean for the Young. Black Democro1>

This is a period of building for the Republican Party. The results shouldn't be
viewed as a loss, but as an opportunity to regroup. It's a time to re-evaluate positions and make sure that we take full advantage of what the people are saying this
election. The Republican Party needs to galvanize its base as best as possible so
that they can support the president.
Now is also the time for Democrats to show that they are not partisan, and will work
for the good of the country, as the Republicans have done for the past six years
To see so many African-American GOP candidates is something we should all be
proud of. The GOP did well this year in targeting and bringing African-Americans
to the table.

The {projected] victories of African-Americans like Deval Patrick in Massachusetts,
prove that African-Americans can run well-funded, successful campaigns.
The results also represent change. Americans of all colors, from all regions. have
shown a desire for a change in policies, a new direction for the war in Iraq, and a
change to the incompetence of the current administration.
Also, a lot of new freshmen congressmen will be looking for interns in January,
which provides even more opportunities for Howard students looking to work on
Capitol Hill.
-Compiled by Aml>er English, Nation &:

World

Editor

Can a Third Party End Democratic and Republican Polarization?
BY TAYLOR MASON
Contnbuting Wnter

Nowadays,
Democrats
and Republicans mix like
water and oil.
One may attribute the
estranged
relationship
between the two parties to
recent catastrophic events.
Since Sept. 11, 2001, Congress
has further grown into two
separate entities, which constantly barrage the other
instead of attending to the
needs of those they repre·
sent.
With American party
systems becoming extremely
polarized, discussion of creating a viable alternative is
being considered.
A third dominant party
could become the best alternative ijr the ideological
polarization in Congress . .Jack
Cafferty, a conservative journalist and consultant for CNN
recently aired a special enti·
tied "Broken Government," in
which he called for ousting
all incumbents and starting
over.
When asked about the

likelihood of a third party.
emerging, most said it is
impossible. Daryl Harris,
associate political science
professor of black politics
and political theory, said the
likelihood of a dominant third
party is slim to none.
"The emergence of a
third party would be impossible without a bloody revolution," Harris answered. '·The
American system is set up so
o nly those who are extremely
competitive, organized and
monetarily superior can have
political influence.•
Some had more of an
optimistic perspective on
party alternatives. ABC field
producer and Howard alum·
ni, Tahman Bradley felt that
even though Republicans and
Democrats have a stronghold
on resources, more political
options would be healthier.
"Nowadays individuals
don't want to identify with
either party. The number
of powerful independents
are increasing,"
Bradley
expressed.
An increase of independent voters is a conscious sign

of dissatisfaction with the two
major political parties.
Independents are not
comfortable with the predom·
inantly liberal policies that
Democrats offer or the pre·
dominantly conservative policies that Republicans offer.
The power amongst the
two major parties is so substantial that American citi·
zens fail to realize we have
more than democratic and
republican entities.
"Contrary to popular
belief, we have a multi-party
system. However, this system
is only dominant at the local
levels," said Harris. "The only
way a third party would have
national influeuce is through
sustained serious organizing,
long hall resources and commitment. Proportional representation would be ideal, but
again the American political
system makes that impossible."
Sophomore political sci·
ence major Kristy Castro
acknowledges the multi-party
system. "Currently the other
parties arc on either end of
the political spectrum.
)(;lit.. ::-..Ai

"It seems like they're
either extremely left (Green
Party) or extremely right
(Libertarians). The only way
for a third party to emerge
and even be considered by
voters is to adopt a centrist
perspective and an inclusive
attitude about all beliefs."
Junior legal communications major Courtney Phelps
agrees with Castro but stresses
the need for more of a democratic influence. "!would also
advise citizens to take a close
look at the Democratic Party,
a party that has consistently
emphasized the inclusiveness
of all Americans."
Some speculated as to
what platform a third party
would take. According to
Harris, it would be based on
the needs of those who are
currently misrepresented.
"I think black people
would become the vanguard of organizing a third
party effort; Harris stated.
"Unfortunately, this effort
would cease to exist because
Democrats and Republicans
wi ll continue to disenfranchise black people with money
.;

..,
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CNN consultant Jack Cafferty calls for the emergence of a
viable t hird party In his seg ment, "Broken Government."
and other incentives."
Putting extreme pressure
on the two major political
parties may not be enough to
incorporate a third party into
the political system.
To attract registered inde-

pendents largely dissatisfied
with the ideological extremes
of the two major parties, politicians may seek to emphasi7.e
their more moderate views
and willingness to be bipartisan on some issues.
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Free Slaves' Records Available Online
BY MORGAN LYNCH
HY/top Staff Wnter

In wake of the information age. the records of
freed slaves collected by the
Freedmen's Bureau are now
accessible online.
Currently, the leading
research center for these
records is the University of
South
Florida's Africana
Heritage Project. Heginning
in early 2004, the Africana
Heritage Project, the brainchild of Dr. Deborah Plants,
is now nationally recogni?.ed
for proficiency in recovering
African American history and
genealogy.
The records recovered
from the Freedmen's Bureau
consist of many sources
including, but not limited to,
family Bible records, search
holdings in the University of
South Florida's library, wills,
deeds and bills of sale.
The Africana Heritage
Project and subsequent pro-

grams are a means to recover
African American lineage lost
during the Middle Passage
and American slavery.
During
these
times,
African Americans were not
guaranteed security in the
family unit and separation of
members, often due to being
sold away from the family,
was a common experience
amongst slaves.
'"We in the present did not
choose our past, but we can,
and do, choose our ·present
and our future. How will we
handle this moment, today,
when our paths cross and our
eyes meet? This is what we
are in control of. Let us affect
our personal circle of influence by living the change that
we would like to see," said
Africanaheritage.com, where
further information regarding
these records is available.
Some Howard University
staff and faculty see an opportunity for community enrich-

Big Biz@ HU:
U.S. Wireless
Schools, LLC
BY YASMIN SERVA RA
COntrtbuting Writer

U.S. Wireless Schools
(USWS), LLC is quickly
becoming one of the leading student businesses on
Howard's campus. USWS
is an official authorized
Sprint Nextel dealer, selling cellular phones. cell
phone accessories, mobile
broadband
(wireless)
cards and phone cards to
Howard University students.
The company was
started by freshman management major James
Whitehead and is the first
Sprint Nextel company
run by college students on
a college campus.
USWS is a partnership between Whitehead
and colleagues
freshman marketing major
.Julian Haynes and freshman finance major John
Long IV. The three reside
in Drew Hall, where the
workings of their business
take place.
USWS main focus
is to be as accessible to
Howard students as possible. "People should do
business with us because
we are convenient,'' says

Haynes, USWS' marketing
c!irector.
··Phones and other
Internet sales arrive in
two to three business days.
People will be able to buy
phones right on the spot
and the prices are low,"
Haynes said.
Though USWS targets
Howard University students, they are also open
to anyone interested in
buying.
The company's mission is to use Sprint cellular technology to equip
students
with
what
Whitehead refers to as "the
third eye."
The third eye is a piece
of technology that encompasses the uses of both a
computer and a television.
This third eye, therefore,
can be used to aid students personally, socially
and academically. Though
USWS is still a young company, its creators insist
upon the reliability and
promptness of their services.

When asked ahout the
foremost short-term goal
of the company, Haynes
said, "We attempt to adapt
to the requests of Howard
students in regard to the
mobile phone industry."
Expansion to colleges
and universities nationwide is among usws·
many Jong-term objectives.
"One of the major reasons this business will be
successful is due to the
fact that John, Julian and
I work well as a team,"
Haynes said.
"People jokingly call
us 'J-Cubed' because we
can be spotted together on
campus on any given qay,
going from one meeting
to another or one event to
another," Whitehead said,
president and CEO. Being
full-time students and
part-time entrepreneurs
has proven to be one of the
most challenging aspects
of business ownership for
the partners of USWS.
According to Haynes,
"There have been many
long, near sleepless nights
when trying to balance
company, extracurricular
[activities] and school."
In the near future,
USWS will be selling prepaid Boost Mobile phones,
ring tones and other high
demand cell phone accessories.
If successful, USWS
will be the first to sell
Boost Mobile phones without having a physical location.
Haynes, Long and
Whitehead also plan to
expand their business to
other colleges and universities in the D.C. metropolitan arell, such as
Georgetown
University,
American
University
and the University of
Maryland.
USWS is located in
room 505 of Drew Hall
and can be contacted at
uswirelessschools@yahoo.
com. Products can be
viewed online at www.
pcsorders.com/mt/wirelessschools/ or at www.
myspace.com/uswirelessschools.

ment through sources like the
Africana Heritage Project.
"There is a great interest that comes from this. It
will create a connection to our
African roots. We don't have
confidence because we don't
relate to Africa. Knowing the
story, it's all about defining yourself then. We need a
'land-base connection,'" said
African American studies professor Robert Cummings.
"There is a legacy in our
history greater than our slavery. If there is data that allows
you to c<..111ect us to our land,
it gives you empowerment.
You're not restricted to slavery. You can see that we have
made a positive contribution
to society."
Freshman
African
American studies majorTehila
Wise was concerned about the
accuracy of the records available ..
"I think that it's fine if
the information is accurate.

It's like the old saying goes:
in order to know where you're
going, you have to know
where you're coming from.
It will give people a powerful connection to their roots
and history. Black people will
know who they are, and when
you know who you are, you'll
be able to demand what you
want and need."
The Bureau of Refugees,
Freedmen and Abandoned
Lands,
more
commonly
known as the Freedmen's
Bureau, was established in
1865 to manage all relief and
education efforts pertaining
to refugees and freedmen,
according to freedmensburcau.com.
Students can find out
more about the records of free
slaves or other information
about the Bureau of Refugees,
Freedmen and Abandoned
Lands at freedmensbureau.
com.

American sieve records have become publicly accessible,
thanks to the Freedmen's Bureau's manuscripts onllne.

I Starbucks

Co. Green Lights
Expansion of the Coffee Empire
Contributing Writer

was not
at Jib-

Plans to expand coffee
powerhouse Starbucks are
underway. Starbucks' new
expansion effort, called
"Infill," boasts aggressive
techniques to increase
locations,
including
inserting new stores into
areas with existing ones.
The additional stores
will boost the corporation from an estimated
12,000 stores to 40,000
stores worldwide.
The
corporation's
growth comes as a result of
orders from its headquarters
in Seattle. According to tlic
corporation, the expansion
is a response to consumers'
number one complaint: inconvenience during the purchase
process, especially for those
who buy Starbucks products
from drive-thrus.
To increase customer
satisfaction, Starbucks is also
introducing vending machines
to the public designed to satisfy coffee cravings at all times .
Currently, the District of
Columbia has 66 stores with
another to be constructed at
the Hamilton Crowne Plaza in
Nortliwest Washington, D.C.
For local Starbucks consumers, this could mean
easier access and less waiting
time for their favorite specialty beverages.
Starbucks Corporation
executive .Jim Donald is optimistic about the new initiative. He notes that any company usually fears expansion
due to risks associated with
unpredictable
outcomes.
Donald, however, does not
fear that risk for Starbucks.
Andrew, manager at the
Starbucks in the Howard
University Bookstore, who

erty to
give
his
last name, believes
established
that if the plans include Starbucks stores.
opening more Urban Coffee
Opportunity stores, then the
expansion plans are agreeable.
Urban
Coffee
Opportunity (UCO), Andrew
later explained, is a partnership of Starbucks Corporation
and Johnson Development
Company that serves the community in urban areas with a
variety of opportunities.
"frhere is] definitely a
need for everyone to get their
hands wet," he said, referencing the opportunities that
are available for community
employment with the addition of stores.
The Starbucks expansion
plan includes placing new
establishments
throughout
the Midwest as well, where
there are typically very few
stores. The new locations are
also being placed in close
prox1m1ty to the customer The locetlons of Starbucks coffee houses wlll become
service bases of previously closer In proximity as plans for expansion go underway.

BY KIMBERLY JOHNSON

Sophomore applied physics major and Starbucks frequenter Roseline Akpaudo
welcomed the idea of a corporation expansion.
"It would give me
other options to go to. The
[Starbucks] on Georgia
Avenue is usually crowded
during peak hours," she
said.
Despite the praise,
not all Howard University
students approve of the
plans. Some are wary of
the idea ofStarbucks' influence increasing.
"I think they should stop
expanding," sophomore political science major Michael
Maduka said. "They are
already considered a monopoly. Expansion would feed the
greed of capitalism."

l)ou Might Want to K.now
Gas Prices Con tinue to Drop

PS3 Receives Rave Reviews

According to a daily survey by the American
Automobile Association, United States gas prices recently
fell to a 2006 low, continuing their downward trend over the
past three months. The national retail average for a gallon of
regular unleaded self-serve gas was a fraction under $2.20.

Thousands of gamers tested the PS3 at the 2007
Sony Expo in Honolulu, two weeks before its November 17,
2006 debut. The much-awaited video game system received
rave reviews from the lucky gamers, citing advanced graphic
capabilities as a top reason to purchase it.

FBI Cracking Down on Identity Theft
The FBI is currently cracking down on international identity theft operations through a program called
Cardkeeper Operation. The program involves investigating
incidents concerning the trade of social security numbers,
the sale of stolen credit card account information and phishing.

Google Selling Ad vertisements for Newspapers
Google Inc. is wetting their feet in the field of advertising with a test program that will allow businesses to click
Google and buy ad space in The Washington Post, The New
York Times and other publications.
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY

vs.
HAMPTON UNIVERSITY

3:00PM
&
BOWIE STATE UNIVERSITY

vs.
VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY

l:OOPM

Come support the Howard University Men's Basketball team in another
show-down against the Hampton Pirates!
•

Get on the bus for just
$51.00 which includes your
$15. 00 game ticket.
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.com

Pay your way today! Visit
Cramton
Auditorium to reserve
your seat.
Seating is limited!
·~fait checks pa)ablt 10 Howard Uni\tnil)
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Graduating Students
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Athletes and Pain: Play Hard, Recover Fast SCOREBOARD
BY SHANI STITT
Contributing Writer

The old adage "no pain, no gain"
still rings true for many athletes
today, since most are expected to per·
form under pressure and play with
severe injuries.
Whether it is tennis elbow, frequent knee problems, rotator cuff
injuries, sprains, tears or lower back
problems, Howard University athletes suck it up for the team.
According
to
Biomedical

Laboratories Inc., injuries sustained
during athletic pursuits account for
23 percent of all traumas.
Terry Perry, ajunior wide receiver
for the Howard football team, knows
this all too well. Over the past three
years, Perry has suffered a dislocated
shoulder, concussions and has frac·
lured his thumbs.
"You can play hu1t," Perry said.
"Injured or not, you've got to do what
you've got to do for the team."
Injuries and pain are an athlete's
worst nightmare. Chronic pain can

destroy even the most skilled player's
confidence and end careers.
Orthopedic
surgeon
Dr.
Ummanuel Hostin of the Lenox Hill
Medical Group in New York said,
"There is a difference in injuries from
contact and non-contact sports and
each carries its own risk. However,
even in non-contact sports, such as
baseball, there is a chance of contact
injuries," Hostin said.
"Ankle, knee and shoulder inju·
ries are very common in basketball.
Knee and ankle injuries are also seen
in soccer, while
in football, con·

cussions,

neck,

shoulder
and
knee injuries arc
most common."
HO\\' ever,
how athletes deal
with the pain has
a
tremendous
effect on how well
they "ill perform.
Junior cross
country runner
Lauren McNary
pulled her ham·
string last sum·
mer but contin·
ued to run in spite
of her injury.
"I
pushed
through· the pain
as long as I physically could, but
mentally
and
emotionally,
it
broke me down
in the end. I had
mental toughness
to deal "ith the
pain,"
McNary

Athletes are often required to play through pain for their respective sports. To reduce the
pain they suffer, athletes undergo various forms of treatment, from Icing to ultra sounds.
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SCORES

None
TODAY'S GAMES

None

my pitching. For my foot injury, at
first it was not diagnosed properly
so I continued to play just wrapping
it up everyday. Later when it was
diagnosed, I was placed in a cast for
four weeks to immobilize the foot,"
Spencer said.
Dealing with these injuries takes
more lhan a physical toll on athletes.
It affects their mental and emotional
state as well.
"My injuries affected me nega·
tively. I really went into a depression
because I couldn't do all the things I
wanted or was use to doing," Spencer
said. "I really think this injury has
hindered my performance because
not only did it change my physical,
but also my psyche."
Athletes thoose to deal with the
pain in various ways, but many agree
that remaining optimistic is essen·
tial.
"Being positive and patient is the
most important part to overcoming
an injury," McNary said.

One-on-One with ...
BY ERICA ROBINSON

N~al said. Neal stated that while talent is
great, it must come \\ith a positive mind and
To Jessica Neal, cross counhy is a beau- determination.
tiful spo11. The District native believes it is all
Neal recently won first place at the
about the competition and fun.
Mid-Eastern Atlantic Conference cross coun"At the sound of the gun. a group of girls try championships, an accomplishment that
take off and just nm aggressively to the finish contributed to the team\ O\'crall M!cond
line," Neal said.
place\\m.
After transferring from Ohio State in
'"Mentally, as a team \\C s1r,1gg '1 1u1, II
spring 2006, Neal has come back this season of our pcrsonalillcs and drnractcristics amc
focused and ready for tl1c challenges to come together," she said.
in cross-country. Neal. who has been a runNeal says that her biggc't inspiration is
ner since middle school, has the endurance, her mother.
confidence and experience to lead. She ran
"She had endurance throughont her life
the 800 meters in eighth grade ;ind also ran and I correlate this endurance "!i-•n ' prncoutdoor track.
ticc."
By 11" grade, Neal attended Riverdale
This has been n big year for Neal, smcc
Baptist High School, where she play~d in it"s her first time ever brcakmg 18 minutes in
the Amateur Atl1letic Union at the junior the 5-kilometcr race.
nationals. Her other awards inl'lude the All·
·1 was injured a lot [at) Ohio State. I am
American Award that she won in the summer more focused [now)," Neal said.
of 2001 for the 3-kilonrnter nm and the AllHer practices are rigorous, starting on
American Award she received for the 15-kilo- Monday with a 70-85 minute run. Tuesday
meter run the following year.
and Thursday. she h:1s two-a-days consisting
As a new face to Howard's cross·conntry of an early 30-minute run and a so-minute
team. there has been a lot of pressm·c on her nm. On Wednesda}. the temn go~s to Rock
to go the extra mile.
Creek Park to run up the hills. On Frida}, tl1e
"l was new to the team, so the cohesiv~ team does a brisk 30-minute nm and races
ness wasn't there," Neal said. Net1l started arc on Saturday.
training last summer with coach Merrit.
"I had to bite !he bullet. lt takes everyStarting from just io-minute training periods thing to be suct'<.'ssful, being healthy and in
and progressing every week, Neal was able to shape," Neal said.
run the So-kilometer. Not only did she train
Despite the ongoing success of the
physically, but she also trained mentally.
women's cross-couut.,· team, Neal said tl1at
"I had to get into my head I could do it," the team is being overlooked and that cross
count!)· deserves more rc~-ognition.
"More attention is heing put on revenue
sports and cross country is not a revenue
sport:· Neal said. However, the team is
already movmg in the right path.
·rnstory speaks for itself. We are 1111ttmg
in stats for Ho\\ard University. '0 our success will be noticed eventually," she said.
As for her future goals, Neal wants to go
to graduate school and has been considering
running as a career.
"I just recently got ir.to the mind-set of
running professionally."
To remain motivated, Neal starts every
meet by reading l ,Corinthians 9:24-27, a
biblical passage she lives b>"
"Do you know that those who run a race
all run, but one receives the prize? Run in
such a way that you may obtain it. And every·
one who competes fo1· the crown is temperate
in all things."
With regionals coming up on Nov. 11 in
f'kc... ( ......,tt) ttl Jn.It•""""
New Haven, N.Y., the women's crnss counNeal's performance In the MEAC Champ- try team is focused on continuing their sue·
ionships led Howard to second place.
cess.
Hilltop Staff Wnter
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Cross Country Runner
Jessica Neal
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said. "When I'm injured, I go through
a roller coaster of emotions. You arc
frustrated one moment and then you
are encouraged to get healthy."
Treatment varies depending
upon the injury, but collegiate athletes seek those that will ensure the
shortest recovery ti me.
"Depending on the level of a par·
ticular athlete, there is sometimes a
different treatment course as compared to a non-athlete," Hostin said.
'"That is not to say that they are better, but the immediate goals may be
different. The goal at competitive levels is to return to a high level of play
as soon as possible, without compro·
mising the ultimate outcome."
Physical therapist Leslie Coney
from Howard University Hospital
believes in using a variety of treatment methods.
·The intent of treatment is
to reduce pain. Our goal is to get
them back to their previous level of
function," Coney said. '"We do ultra
sounds, E-stems and Transcutaneous
Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS}
to decrease the pain, as well as massages, ice and cold packs to decrease
the swelling and stiffness and relax
muscles."
Early diagnosis of injuries helps
"ith healing and can also determine
how an athlete should choose to manage the pain.
Unfortunately, some athletes
like junior Mya Spencer, pitcher for
the Howard softball team, continue
playing with injuries because they
are unaware of the severity of their
injuries.
"Recently, I fractured a small
round bone in the ball of my foot.
This was caused by overuse due to

U. of Miami PJnyer Fatally Shof
Tuesday ~ight After Pr11ctia:
Defepsive lineman for the University of
Miami Hurricanes llryan Pata, 22, was shot
and killed after leaving practice Tuesday,
said officials at the Florida school.
Miami·Dade County police told reporters that Pata, was shot at his apartment complex nearly four miles away from campus.
Police were called at approximately T30 p.m.
and pronounced Pata dead at the scene after
finding his body in the parking lot.
Police have ruled Pata's death to be a
homicide.
"Right now, we're just gathering our·
selves and just trying to pull ourselves
together," Miami athletic director Paul Dee
told reporters.
Pata, a Miami native, played for the
Hurricanes for four years, appearing in 41
glmes. Police did not say who made the 911
call, or if there were currently any suspects.
Miami's next game is scheduled for this
Saturday, Nov. 11 against No. 23 Maryland,
though there was no immediate word wheth·
er or not the game will be postponed.
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O'NealSitsAgainWithKneelnjury,
But X-Rays Neg11tive
Miami Heat center Shaquille O'Neal sat
out Tuesday night's game against the Seattle
Supersonics, although x·rays showed no
signs of serious damage to his left knee.
Heat head coach Pat Riley said that xray and MRI results on O'Neal's knee were
negative.
"When he jams on it, he still feels pain,"
Riley said.
It was the second game O'Neal has missed
since sustaining the bruised knee on F1·iday
night in a game against the Philadelphia
76crs.
Hansbrough Leading Vote Getter
Among Preseason All·AmericlUls
NorthCarolina fonvard Tyler Hansbrough
received the most votes in the AP's college
basketball preseason All-American selections.
Rounding out the first team were Joakim
Noah (Florida}, Ronald Steele {Alabama),
Glen Davis (LSU} and Brandon Rush
(Kansas).
Hansbrough appeared on 65 of 72 ballots among a panel of journalists, one more
than Noah.

-Compiled by El/wit Jones, Sports Edit-Or
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Many Get Defensive on Black Men Boycott
BY VANESSA ROZIER
Contnbut1ng Wnt6r

site amongst females.
"If the KKK can have a
Web site, then they can too,''

Fifty years ago, black
women and black men were said junior insurance major
called together to boycott the Marietta Sloan, who does
Montgomery Bus Company. not object to the Web site.
Now in 2006, two black women "Interracial dating doesn't
are asking fellow black women necessarily bother me because
to boycott black men.
my grandfather is married to a
Mother Wanda Doty and white woman," she said.
daughter Lavita Reaux created
On the other end, sophomore
biology major Kendra
www.boycottblackmen.com,
a Web site that gives black Hargrove docs not agree with
women, who are significantly a Web site that encourages
disturbed about intermcial such negativity towards black
marriages between black men n1en.
and white women, a place to
"We need to help the black
come together and voice their man, especially when white
women arc taking our stro .. g
frustrations.
According to Reaux, her black men," Hargrove said.
mother decided to create this
Close to 75 percent of
Web site "because she lwasl all interracial Nuples with
appalled al the rise in inter- one partner being black are
racial relationships."
between a black man and white
Although the name of \\'Oman. NatiOn\vidc. ''nearly
the Web site draws atten- 10 percent of all cohabiting
tion that usually puts viewers unions are between partners
on the defensive, Reaux said of different races," said Daniel
that "the Web site talks about T. Lichter, professor of policy
black
women
not
allowing
the fact that a
lot of black men
25% Strong
don't want them
25% Proud
anymore to get
them down."
25% Opinionated

Blacll Woman:

0

II

Howard's campus, there are
mixed opinions
about the Web

25% Courageous

IOO%Uilf'l •• ~ I
YO&'Zl..7 --

\Vantcd: \ proud l>l~<l n1.1n,
unafr.11
come' from. A \Iron~ blaci. man thJt
c~n hJndle a ''ron~ blJCk 11om1n.

WEAK APPLICANTS
NEED NOT APPLY!

Opinions vary on www.boycottblackmen.com, a Web site
that objects to black men In Interracial relationships.
analysis at Cornell University.
Reaux believes the desire
to date white women stems
from black males feeling inferior to white males. Reaux presumes that "black men believe
dating a white woman somehow proves them worthy... they
have moved 'up' from a black
woman to a white woman."
She continues to further
explain her intention for the
Web site, saying, "We want to
provide a place where [black
women] can talk about this
openly and not be called igno-

"I'm not against interracial
dating, as long as they're not
doing it bcc;wse they don't like
black '''On1en," said Anozie,
who views black women as the
strongest of all human beings.
Anozie believes a relation·
ship with any other woman
would not be the same.
The Web site sells paraphernalia, like T-shirts and
throw pillows, expressing the
components of the true beauty
that black women possess. One
slogan reads, "Black Women:
25% Strong, 25% Proud, 25%
Opinionated, 25% Courageous
= 100% Beautiful."
Building a positive attitude amongst the black community to hold their black
women up to queen status is
t he

nmt, bitter, cruel and
a lot of other things
we have been called
since this Web site
started."
For $9.95 anyone
can buy a lifetime membership to the Web site.
For freshman biology
and political science major
Nnamdi Anozie, the Web site
is a scam.
"By charging, the Web
site is a way to exploit black
women. Why can't it be free?"
Anozie said.

basic concept of this "boycott.'"
Sophomore accounting
nrnjor Will Hi ll said, "I don't
judge black men who date
white women because my family is multiracial, and my sister-in-law is white."
"I jnst know that
wouldn't necessarily date
(a white woman]," Hill said.
"There are too many beautiful
black queens to seule for anything less."
Regarding the Web site's
concept, Hill said, "I think that
the Web site is a bit extreme.
It is getting a message across,
but not one that's going to
change the status quo that is
being talkP.d about."
Reaux said, "To make a
long story short,
black men need
t o
look in
t h e
mir·
ror
and
l0 0 k
around
and realize that all black
is beautiful," she
said. "They need to
be proud and not
run behind white
women
because
they are afraid of
what they are."

Flavor of Love's 'New
York' to Host New Show
BY DESIREE SMITH
Contnbut1nq Wnter

Rejection twice in a row
in front of millions of television viewers is not keeping
Tiffany Patterson, aka "New
York," from finding her own
"flavor of love."
"I'll spit on his grave,"
Patterson said along with
an array of profanities after
getting the boot for the second time on VHt's hit show
"Flavor of Love." She was
competing for the affections
of rapper Flavor Flav, 47,
formerly of the group Public
Enemy.
The show's finale, which
caught the eyes of a little
more than se\'cn million
viewers, according to Nielson
ratings, has been criticized
by some who believe that
it perpetuates and exploits
negative stereotypes pertain·
ing to African-Americans,
specifically black women.
More than half of the 20
women picked to be on the
sho\vwercAfrican-American,
and were known for either
wearing weave, shaking their
behinds, being openly sexual
or all of the above.
"l think that it's a shame
that 'Flavor of Love' has
such high ratings," said
junior public relations major

Joshua Morgan. "It's a horrible networking tool."
However, for Patterson,
the show has brought her
newfound fame and has even
allowed her to star in her
own spin-off show set to air
on VH1. Patterson's show,
tentatively titled "I Love New
York," will follow her as she
sorts through 20 different
men in hopes of finding her
own true love.
111e show is very similar
to Flavor Flav's show, which
may be attributed to the fact
that he is the producer and
co-creator.
"(The 20 men] are worse
than the women on season one and season lwo [of
'Flavor of Love']," Patterson
said in an interview with the
New York Post. "This show
is so chaotic, it's overboard,
it's over the top, it's extreme,
and these guys know they
arc fighting for a wonderful
\\1'0111311."

For
freshman
biology major Crystal Samuels,
Patterson has a certain
amount of responsibility to
black women when it comes
to how she portrays herself
on television. She believes
"New York" has, instead,
bought into negative stereotypes that plague the black
community.
"I
won't
watch ['I Love
New
York']
because I don't
like to watch
other
black
women
make
fools of themselves," Samuels
said. "I think
it's going to be
a foolish show.
She's a foolish
person and only
a foolish m an
would be chasing her."
According
to H ipandpop.
com, Patterson's
show was originally supposed
to be called "The
Flavorette," and
producers wantFlavor of Love's "New York," will have ed "Hottie" from
her own reality show airing on VH1.
season one to be

the leading lady.
Nonetheless, when rat·
ings climbed as soon as "New
York" returned to "Flavor of
Love" season two, producers
ultimately had a change of
heart.
While speaking with the
New York Post in October,
Patterson claimed that the
show was already in its final
stages and that only three
men remained.
She also alluded to the
fact that she has found a
man out of the three who she
could possibly spend the rest
of her life with.
Still, it is uncertain
whether the show will be as
successful as it's predecessor, "Flavor of Love."
"I don't understand how
'New York' is going to have a
show when she is basically a
groupie," Morgan said.
Morgan believes VH 1 is
capitalizing on unacceptable
behavior and stereotypical
images. "I don't mean black
or white; I mean a coonish
person who lets other people
exploit them for money."
Not all Howard students
feel as cynical as Morgan
when it comes to "New York"
•and Flavor Flav.
Graduate
student
Taraesa Toney
enjoyed
the "Flavor of Love" show
and wasn't bothered by
Patterson's antics.
"I liked 'New York,' and
I don't think she perpetuated
negative black stereotypes,"
Toney said. "I thought she
dressed [well], her hair was
cool even though it was
weave, and I thought she
spoke pretty well."
With the creation of "I
Love New York," it would
seem that there is no stopping reality TV.
Although some Howard
students do feel that the
"Flavor of Love" show gives
a negative portrayal of black
people and Patterson's show
will do the same, the ratings
seem to show that the majority of students are interested
in watching the program.
There is currently no set
date for "I Love New York" to
air on VH1.

August Wllson"s play, "Joe Turner's Come and Gone," debuted last night at Ira
Aldridge Theatre. ft will be open to the public's enjoyment s tarting today at 7:30p.m.

'Turner' Comes to Campus
BY DANIELLE KWATENG
H111top Staff wntor

The presence of our past
constantly echoes in the
art of our daily lives. "Joe
Turner's Come and Gone"
is playing today in the Ira
Aldridge Theatre at 7:30
p.m.
The play is a part a series
of 10 plays written by the late
playwright August Wilson.
Each play highlights the
lives of African Americans
in this country by decade,
stai;ting from the turn of
the century. Wilson, who
passed this year at the age
of 60, was the first African
American to have a theatre
named after him and was
known for changing the way
theatre approached race.
The story takes place
in a small black home in
Pittsburgh during the year
1911. Harold Lumus and
his daughter come into
town looking for his wife,
Martha. Lumus spent seven
years unfairly incarcerated,
by a white man named Joe
Turner. Lumus is driven by
a vision he had of bones rising from a body of water,
which is later found to be
alluding to something bigger. The other characters
have separate li"es, but are
still connected by their journeys and living under the
same roof.
The whole atmosphere
of the setting is light and
humorous at first, with old
country band tunes playing
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in the background. Drama
is intertwined in the story,
which seemed to keep the
audience attentive and on
their feet. Throughout the
play there are many profound statements made, but
the one the stands out the
most is, "to have love and
laughter is all you need in
world." Each character in
some way is a victim of post
emancipation
restraints.
.Jeremy, a young guitar player, is constant being submissive to whites and often
in fear of their power over
his race.
As the play goes on, the
audience will find that each
character in their past or
present has spent time looking for something.
"TI1e lesson I learned
was how serious the affects
of slavery and racism on
l.llack folks," said Ray Baker,
a senior broadcast major.
"Slavery was a psychological
genocide that ripped apart
the lives of many people.
This play basically shows
how our ancestors were
trying to create a life after
everything was gone."
The -cast was mainly
composed of Howard students
including junior
musical
theater
major
Anthony L. Sandford, who
played Bynum. Bynum was
the most dynamic character
because his role was to pull
the stories of each character
out to the audience.
"I found out about
this play from the posting

in the Theatre Arts !)IIilding. Our department does
three shows a year and this
is one of the productions,"
Sandford said. "What drew
me to this character was
that Bynum is non-traditional and I like that. I had
to read between the lines of
what the playwright wanted
the character to say. That's
what was really important
tome."

The director and assistant professor of theatre
arts; Denise Hart, believes
students can take a lot from
the show and apply it to
their lives.
"It's important for slltdents to know that we as
African
Americans
are
overcomers. Students still
have to overcome things
everyday. We arc a product
of overcoming spirits," Hart
said.
She also noted how
unique Wilson was in creating these types of plays.
"Wilson wrote the play, I
just bring to life what he
put on paper. ..This (particular) story illuminates the
quest of the main character
by showing how losing his
faith drew him away from
his calling and eroded his
inner spirit," Hart said.
Yewande Odetoyinbo, a
freshman theater arts major
said, "The play was great.
Th e main thing I got from it
was that through God, you
can find what your searching for," Odetoyinbo said.
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Daily Sudoku

I LOVe HOWAQO UNIVeQSITY!
IN MY HOMe COUNTQY OF
KAZAKHSTAN THeY OQOP
BOMB! HEQE GIQLS LIKE TO
OQOP IT LIKE ITS HOT!

Directions: Each row, each column,
and each 3x3 box must contain each
and every digit 1-9 exactly once.

3 5
8

7
6
3
2 7
7
4 3 2

7

9 1
4 5

1

2 6
9 4

9 1 5

Coming to America: Borat
With the longest title we've own sister and proudly pro· gotten this response. We are
ever seen for a movie, "Borat! claims she is one of the top hesitant, however, of mem·
bers from other races depictCultural Leanings of America prostitutes in the country.
Black people know too well ing other ethnic groups in such
for Make Benefit Glorious
Nation of Kazakhstan" has the dangers of distorted images tongue-in-cheek satire. Cohen
taken t11e box office by storm being accepted by the masses is Jewish and from Great
with his debut over the week- as a trnc representation of a Britain and throughout the
end. Through all the laughs country. We all love 'Coming to mo"e makes extremely antiand controversy it has stirred, America,' but sadly too many in semitic comments, showing
we hope a bigger spark is lit this country, including blacks, the treatment of Jewish culture
in this country about learning don't know the wealth of ci"· by other countries.
Just like black face in
other cultures.
lization and advancement that
A:rncrica or Jack
In the mo,•e,
Black as 'Nacho
Sasha Baron Cohen
Libre,' dressing up
plays
Borat.
a
like another race can
journalist
from
Kazakhstan
who Our society should use 'Borat' as be offensive no nrnt·
ter what the intcn·
comes to America. a springboard to study other culThough we don't
lions.
bel ieve his actions tures and not just entertain111ent.
The humor of
'Borat' showed many
reflect respectable
journalism,
the
of our country's prejmovie allowed Americans to many cities and countries in udices. While you watch and
take a look at journalists and our native continent have.
laugh at the mo"e, so is the
also see how otl1er cultures
Kazakhstm1 officials want rest of the world.
the world to realize the dif·
Not only is the movie a
''ewthem.
With a naked-wrestling ference between the satire of hit here, but its success has
scene and Borat's obsession ·norat' and the real environ· reached around the globe,
with Pamela Anderson, the ment of the country. The dep· es1>ecially in Britain, Germany
movie definitely played to uty foreign minister recently and Puerto Rico according to
America's low-brow sense of :nvited Cohen to see for him· Renters reports.
humor. We hope "ewers. how- self what the country is like.
The reality is many of
ever, took more than a good
We think Cohen, who has these countries know just a
laugh away and let the movie remainL'<I in the character of lot about this country and get
be a beginning of a re-evalua· Borat for all pres.• for the event, Borat's jokes as much as we do.
tion of our global outlook.
should take the country up on It is a shame that our country
Many
citizens
of its offer, especially since he has is so ignorant of other cultures
Kazakhstan were reported to now become the unofficial King and to continue to be the global
be angry over tl1e country's of Kazakhstan to viewers - a leader, we have to know what's
depiction, especially the role of country he is not even from.
going on in the worl<l.
women, as Bora! was shocked
We realize the educational
'llorat' has shed light on
to learn American women have value in a movie like 'Borat,' our society, now we can all go
a choice in who they have sex as a documentary covering the do something to minimize our
with and he French kisses his same issues would not have ignorance.

Visitation: a sacred word
on Howard's campus. This
one word determines the very
foundation behind social life
at Howard. In my opinion.
this is one of the worse things
about this University. How is
Residence Life going to tell
ADULTS when they can have
someone over to a room that
they are PAYING for? This is

ridiculous. I can understand
taking it from the one or two
people that are at fault, but
a whole hall losing it because
a couple idiots messed up?
Almost every other university
in America has 24-hour visita·
tion and it works fine. \'\'hat's
the difference between them
and us? Come on Howard, stop
babying us. If someone messes

up, that should be between the
University and them alone. If
they are bold enough to mess
up then they are bold enough
to accept the consequences
too. Leave the uninvolved people out of it.

Jarell Payne
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Do you want to write for THE HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting

Monday

Our View:

Perspective:
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.
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@
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10 I HILLTOPICS
The HI /top prints
Hllltoplcs every
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The fi rs t
20 words are Sl 0 and
.2 5 for each additional
word.
ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR
AND SUBMITTED
SEVEN DAYS IN
ADVANCE. $3
LATE FEE FOR ALL
CLASSIFIED ADS NOT
SUBMIT TEO SEVEN
DAYS IN ADVANCE.

Payment acceptable
by cash or check.
Any questions please
con tact The Hl/ltop
Business Office
(202) 806·4749
or by e-mail www.
hllltopbuslness@gmail.
com
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COAS

JUNIOR

CLASS BOARD
PRESENTS:
"Go HARD
OR Go HoME"

3-0N-3
BASKETBALL

T OUllNAMENT.
NOVEMBER

12, 2006.
2 PM BURR
RE6ISTllA TifJN

IN LOWER
LEVEL

Novi Miil R 8. 2006

2007
HOMECOMING
STEERING
COMMITTEE
CHAIR AND
TREASURER
APPLICATIONS
ARE
AVAILABLE UH!!
PICK-UP
APPLICATIONS
IN THE OFFICF
lJF STUDENT

acTIVITIES,

BLACKBURN
CENTER, SUITE 11
NOVEMBER
APPLICATIONS
6-9
12 PM- 2 PM A~E DUE FRIDAY.
NOVEMBER 17TH
AT 5:00 PM
IN THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES
;·oR ADDITIONAL
INfORMATION
PLEASE CALa
BLACKBURN

f202J 806-7000

COllEGE Of ABTS
AND SCIENCES
STIDENT
THE COllEGE Of COUNCIL NEEDS
ARTS &SCIENCES
YIU. If YOU
STUDENT
WOUlDllKE
COUNCIL
TOHAIEYIUR
PRESENTS:
WORK
"SPRINGING
PUBLISHED IN i]]{l§ NATICllW.
fORWARD:AN
THE "flAGSllP"
SGli '*Ult
INTROSPECTIVE
N PIPER,
OFIUJ.!lt
TOWNHAll
PlUSECllEMGHBIS
MERING"
TACT REGllllD
mgm~
NOVEMBER 9TH
DARBYAT 202·
~
2006 PHYSICS
806-1009
AUDITORIUM
llDMllBA''
J:OOPM
AWORS'IO.••
REFRESHMENTS
"llOWCANI
Will BE SfJIVED
PMPM:r•
CDfYUlllCI Jip;

CH'' #.o.t..CK.

m:rn~
~@Iil

~~
~~
~@P

~~D
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COME OUT
AND HELP!
HABITAT FOR
HUMANITY.
GENERAL
BODY
MEETING.
THURSDAY
NOVEMBER9,
2006AT7:30
PM DOUGLAS
HALL RM. 143.
ELECTIONS
WILL BE HELD,
PLEASE COME
PREPARED.
THANK YOU!

